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Grouser Products has been improving skid steer
productivity for over two decades. Our fundamental
track design continues to be the top choice among
experienced operators. Get more out of you skid
steer with Grouser Tracks.
Open bar design utilizes the tire to
provide maximum traction and
flotation
Contractor grade, heavy duty
components
Large 1-1/4” hardened, field replaceable
bushings
2” wide bars are 30% larger than
previous tracks for longer life
Larger traction bars for improved trackto-tire grip
Patented open side plate for
excellent clean out in the pivot
area
Improved side wall design for
today’s heavy duty tires
Built-in length adjustment
Run loose design
Self cleaning
Reduces tire wear in abrasive
conditions
Adds counterweight
Provides tire protection
May be installed in 30 minutes
or removed in 10 minutes
Field serviceable
Rebuildable
Reduces ground pressure by
as much as 50%

The Only Track Recommended by A

"Your steel tracks...
wouldn't and couldn't do
without them. Thanks."
"I would be lost without
your (Bar) tracks. The
bushings lasted 1 1/2
years and the tracks
haven't been taken off
since they were put on.
Excellent product."

5” Wide Pad for improved
floatation
Contractor grade, heavy duty
components

"Thank you for your
help on building up our
Grouser tracks. We have
run these tracks for
approximately three years.
we find them substantially
superior to any other
tracks in our application.
In fact, we are going
exclusively with Grouser."

Large 1-1/4” hardened, field
replaceable bushings
Larger traction bars for
improved track-to-tire grip
2 built in traction bars
Patented open side plate for
excellent clean out in the pivot
area
Improved side wall design for today’s
heavy duty tires
Built-in length adjustment
Run loose design
Self cleaning
Reduces tire wear in abrasive conditions
Adds counterweight
Provides tire protection
May be installed in 30 minutes or removed in 10
minutes

"My staff and I rely
heavily on the support
that Grouser Products
has given us over the
years. We have tried a
few other brands, but
none compare on the
durability and competitive
pricing that we receive
along with Grouser's
great attitudes."

Field serviceable
Rebuildable
Reduces ground pressure by as much as 50%

Brand Tracks
Replacable traction insert
Soft Pads are replaceable
Replaceable traction bar
Field serviceable
Run loose design
Patened open side blade for escelent clean out in the pivot area
Adds counterweight
May be installed in 30 minutes or removed in 10 minutes
Contractor grade, heavy duty components
Non Marking soft shoes

All Major Skid Steer Manufacturers

Designed for rubber tired anf tracked skid
steer loaders
Fully assembled - ready to go!
Weights between 1400 & 1500 lbs.
Cast Moldboard - 5/16” thich x 24” high
Cutting Edge 5/8” x 6” reversible
Universal Quick Attach
Hydraulic angle and tilt control
Electric valve allows control of angle and tilt
using only one loader valve
Blade angles 30 deg. left and right
Blade tilts 10 deg.
Blade widths from 6’ (72”) to 9’ (108”)
Angle cylinders - 4”x8” with 2” rods
Tilt cylinders - 4”x8” with 2” rods
Adjustable skid shoes

Attractive design with exceptionally strong
cast components
Cast design provides a cavity to protect the
electric diverter valve
Cast design places the electric diverter valve
closer to the cylinders making hose routing
neat and efficient
Cast female quick attach meets SAE specifications
Full safety step area
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